Data Sharing
Internal Government Sharing
List all other Government of Jersey Department/entities(s) who will have access to or use the data and specify
their role as one of the following:
- Controller (will determine the purpose and means of processing of the personal data that is shared with it);
- Joint Controller (jointly with the Controller Department/entity determines the purpose and means of
processing the personal data); or
- Processor (processes the data on behalf of another Department/entity and does not use it for its own
purposes)
Department/Entity

Controller/Joint

Data to be

Method of

Controller/Processor

shared/accessed

transfer/access

Please describe the purpose for each sharing/access detailed above.

Please describe the data sharing procedures or data processing agreements that are in place with each of the
Departments/entities listed above.

External Sharing
List all third parties (e.g. suppliers) who will have access to or use the data and specify their role as one of the
following:
-Controller (will determine the purpose and means of processing of the personal data that is shared with it);
- Joint Controller (jointly with the Government determines the purpose and means of processing the personal
data); or
- Processor (processes the data on behalf of the Government and does not use it for its own purposes)
- Sub-processor (contracted by the Processor to provide some of the processing activities)
Supplier/Third Party

Controller/Joint

Data to be

Method of

Controller/Processor/Sub-processor

shared/accessed

transfer/access

Please describe the purpose for each sharing/access to a Controller detailed above.

Please describe the data sharing procedures/agreements or data processing agreements that are in place (or
will be prior to the processing taking place) with each of the third parties listed above.

Will any personal data be published on the Internet or in another media? If yes, please provide details.

International Transfers
Will the project require you to transfer (or permit access

 Yes

to) personal data outside of the EEA (including the UK)?

 No
(move to next section)

State the jurisdiction where the data will be transferred
to/accessed from.
Transfers outside the EEA can only be made where one of the following mechanisms is in place with the
recipient. Please tick the relevant transfer mechanism as set out in the DPJL (if processing for law
enforcement purpose, please complete Appendix 1 instead of the below)
Speak to your DGO if you are not sure which of these applies
Consent (specify details in section Error! Reference

☐

source not found.)
Adequacy Decision by the Commission1

☐

Standard Contractual Clauses

☐

(please indicate which version)

version: Directive 95/46 ☐

Binding Corporate Rules

☐

Public Authority MOU/Instrument

☐

Certification/ Code of conduct

☐

Derogation (please specify which of the exceptions in

☐

Schedule 3 of the DPJL apply)

2021

☐

